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Abstract: 

The stress controlling machine is a integration of all the various types of massages because in 

today’s life everyone is in a race they want to reach their goals within less time. When we need 

to work continuously, we get headache or may be feeling stressed .So we need a product which 

should overcome the headache and stress in less time  

We get headache, neck pen, stress whenever we work for long time or in wrong manner we will 

keep more stress on over muscles and with that the muscles will contract with each other and the 

flow of blood will flow in uneven direction by the an pain signal will generated with the tissue 

that will feel like pains Our traditional treatment will keep a massage to the peak points and 

occupation presser points by that it will take an expensive well trained massager person who will 

charge more money and he will not available all the time   

In medical treatment the drugs will not remove the problem from the deep of the source they will 

only stop the tissue to get generate the pain signals that will only make you to feel like you are 

not getting pain. And some medicines may have side effects that will reduce the headache but 

increase in illusion of eyes sleeping time, over sleeping that may spoil health. 

Stress controlling machine is to overcome the stress of common people, the home makers, 

employees, students etc those who are suffering with headache, tiredness and stress after long 

period of work. All these problems will be overcome with vibrations and music system providing 

the machine in a cheaper rate and light weight. This Stress controlling machine provides a 

massage therapy like a professional and overcomes the pain with in less time  
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